In this paper we consider a quantum version of Pascal's triangle. Pascal's triangle is a well-known triangular array of numbers and when these numbers are plotted modulo 2, a fractal known as the Sierpinski triangle appears. We first prove the appearance of more general fractals when Pascal's triangle is considered modulo prime powers. The numbers in Pascal's triangle can be obtained by scaling the probabilities of the simple symmetric random walk on the line. In this paper we consider a quantum version of Pascal's triangle by replacing the random walk by the quantum walk known as the Hadamard walk. We show that when the amplitudes of the Hadamard walk are scaled to become integers and plotted modulo three, a fractal known as the Sierpinski carpet emerges and we provide a proof of this using Lucas's theorem. We furthermore give a general class of quantum walks for which this phenomenon occurs.
Introduction
Pascals's triangle, shown in Figure 1 , exhibits many interesting properties one of which is the appearance of a fractal when the numbers are considered modulo a prime p [3, 4] . This is shown in Figure 2 , and for p = 2 the fractal is known as the Sierpinski triangle or Sierpinski gasket. One way of obtaining the numbers in Pascal's triangle is through a random walk on a line as will be explained in Section 2. This paper explores the results of considering a similar triangle of numbers that is obtained when the 1-dimensional random walk is replaced by a 1-dimensional quantum walk. This also yields the Sierpinski triangle when the probabilities associated to the quantum walk are considered modulo 2, but more interestingly one can find another fractal known as the Sierpinski carpet hidden in the amplitudes modulo 3 which is not present in Pascal's triangle. When these quantum walk numbers are plotted modulo p, more general fractals appear. Table 1 : Summary of the fractals that result from considering various sets of numbers modulo a prime. Triangle (p) refers to the version of Sierpinski triangle where p(p + 1)/2 copies of the triangle are found in every recursion level. See Figure 2 for p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7}. Carpet refers to the Sierpinski carpet as shown in Figure 11 . This paper starts with Pascal's triangle and shows how it is related to the Sierpinski triangle when the numbers are taken modulo a prime. We then provide a proof of the appearance of a more general version of the Sierpinski triangle when instead we take prime powers. Then, quantum walks are introduced with an emphasis on a walk that is commonly known as the Hadamard walk. We derive an expression for the probabilities of these walks and then the appearance of both the Sierpinski triangle and Sierpinski carpet is shown as well as some other properties. Table 1 provides a summarising overview of the different fractals that are obtained from these different sources.
Pascal's triangle
Pascal's triangle is a set of integers arranged in a triangle, where the k'th value in the n'th row (both n and k start at zero) is given by the binomial coefficient n k . It is shown in Figure 1 , and can also be constructed by using , i.e. every number is the sum of its two neighbours in the row above. Alternatively it can be thought of as 'scaled' probabilities of a random walk on Z, in the following way. Assume the random walk starts in the origin, and goes left or right with probability 1 2 . The probability of being at location l ∈ Z after n steps, with −n ≤ l ≤ n is given by if n + l is even and 0 if n + l is odd. When considering only the n + 1 non-zero probabilities after n steps, the k'th non-zero value corresponds to position l = −n + 2k of the line, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n. The k'th non-zero probability is given by 
Pascal's triangle modulo two
Pascal's triangle has many interesting properties and one interesting feature comes from considering all numbers modulo two [3] . This 'binary' triangle is shown in Figure 2 where black and white pixels are used to represent the values modulo two. The figure that appears looks very much like the Sierpinski triangle (also known as the Sierpinski gasket). Indeed, in the limit of an infinite number of rows, Pascal's triangle modulo two is the Sierpinski gasket.
To prove that Pascal's triangle modulo two converges to the Sierpinski triangle, a definition of the Sierpinski triangle is needed. There are different ways to construct it, and one of them is by shrinking and duplication [7] . This process is shown in Figure 3 . Start with any shape (a closed bounded region) in the plane, like shown in the first image. Shrink the shape to half its size (both height and width) and make three copies of it. Place these copies in the corners of an equilateral triangle such that the shapes touch as shown in the second image. Repeat this with the new shape. The rightmost image shows the result after four iterations, and after an infinite number of iterations one obtains the fractal.
To show that Pascal's triangle modulo two converges to the fractal, one can show that for all n, the shape given by the first 2 n+1 rows contains exactly three copies of the first 2 n rows, and nothing more than those copies, i.e. with 'white' in-between, see Figure 4 . If we index Pascal's triangle by row r and column c, with r ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ c ≤ r then we need to show that for 0 ≤ r < 2 n and 0 ≤ c ≤ r,
Here r+2 n c corresponds to a 'pixel' in the copy at the bottom left, and r+2 n c+2 n corresponds to the copy at the bottom right, as shown in Figure 4 . Furthermore, we need to show that there is nothing more than these copies, i.e. the triangular area in-between the copies is empty. This means that the values in the corresponding region are even, and it is sufficient to show that the top row of the region is even with odd endpoints. The top row of this region is at r = 2 n , and the endpoints of the row, c = 0 and c = 2 n are odd since r 0 = r r = 1. When the remainder of this row is even, i.e. for 1 ≤ c ≤ 2 n − 1, The first 180 of rows of Pascal's triangle shown modulo n where n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. If a value was zero modulo n it is coloured white, otherwise it is given a different colour. In each iteration the previous shape is shrunk to half its size and three copies are put in the corners of a triangle so that the shapes are touching. n+1 rows of Pascal's triangle modulo two (P n+1 ) contain three copies of the first 2 n rows of the triangle (P n ). A point at row r and column c in the original triangle is copied to row r + 2 n and columns c and c + 2 n .
then the complete region will be even. This is because a value in Pascal's triangle is the sum of its two neighbours in the row above. Adding two even numbers results in an even number, so the next row (r = 2 n + 1) will also have even values except near the boundary where an even number is added to an odd number. In particular, at every row the size of the 'even part' in the middle decreases by one, resulting in an empty up-side-down triangle ending at r = 2 n + 2 n − 1 where the two endpoints have joined. By proving that the top row is even it follows that all entries in the up-side-down triangle are even. We conclude that it is sufficient to prove (1) and (2) . For this, one can use Lucas's theorem.
It is convenient to introduce notation for representing a number by it's base-p digits for a prime p. We will write
where the n i are the base-p digits of n Theorem (Luc1878). Let p be prime and n, k non-negative integers.
where we define
There are many extensions and generalisations of Lucas's theorem [9] , that include versions for prime powers or similar congruences for generalised binomial coefficients, but they are not needed here.
. Since n i < p and p is prime, we have that p is not a factor of n i ! and also not a factor of
and p is prime, it also does not divide the product i n i k i which concludes the proof.
The following corollary considers adding extra digits to n and k and is also known as Anton's Lemma: Corollary 2. If n, k < p m and then for all l, q ≥ 0,
Note that vice versa, Corollary 2 implies Lucas's theorem by induction on the number of digits.
We can now prove (1) (2), note that since 1 ≤ c ≤ 2 n − 1 there is a digit c i that is nonzero for i < n, whereas all digits of r = 2 n are zero except for the r n , so (2) follows form Corollary 1.
Pascals triangle modulo general n
In a similar fashion one can consider Pascal's triangle modulo general n. Figure 2 shows this for n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. We can distinguish cases for primes, prime powers and other numbers.
Pascals triangle modulo a prime
When n is a prime (2,3,5,7 in the figure), one obtains a generalisation of Sierpinski's triangle. This generalisation for primes p can also be constructed using the shrinking and duplication method. When using the shrinking and duplication construction, one can start with an arbitrary shape, shrink it and create p(p + 1)/2 copies. These copies have to be arranged into a larger triangle where all the copies are touching. The proof is a generalisation of the one given in the previous section. One has to show that
where 0 ≤ l < p and 0 ≤ q ≤ l. Each value of (l, q) corresponds to one of the p(p + 1)/2 copies. This equivalence follows from Corollary 2 and ), where black is 0, orange is 1, red is 2 and blue is 3.
opposed to 0 ≤ c ≤ r. This case is also included in Corollary 2, and as r c = 0 for r < c this finishes the proof.
Pascals triangle modulo a composite number
When n is composite (mod 6 in the figure) then the resulting shape is the union of the shapes obtained of its factors (prime powers) albeit with different colours. For example, at n = 6, shown in Figure 2 one can see the union of the shapes of p = 2 and p = 3. This is simply because when n = p
Pascals triangle modulo a prime power
When n is a prime power then the pattern becomes slightly more complicated. One can see in Figure 2 that for n = 4, the image is the same as for n = 2 but with extra triangles in the places that used to be empty. When one would consider n = 8, this idea is repeated and the holes in the n = 4 shape are filled with additional triangles. n triangles, the p-adic valuation of the corresponding numbers (r → l · p n + r etc) is the same. For the smaller triangles of size p n−k , the p-adic valuation is k higher.
general pattern: Start with the 'mod p triangle' and in every empty region, add p(p − 1)/2 copies of the 'mod p triangle'. This yields the pattern for the 'mod p 2 triangle'. To go to the 'mod p 3 triangle', again add p(p − 1)/2 copies of the 'mod p triangle' to the empty regions of the 'mod p 2 triangle'. This process can be iterated to find the shape corresponding to p k for any k. To make this statement more concrete, we need the following definition.
Definition. The p-adic valuation ν p (n) of a number n is the largest power of p that divides n.
The statements that we want to prove are most easily explained with a picture, shown in Figure 6 . We will show that at each recursion level of the triangle, the p-adic valuation of the numbers r c in a copy (meaning r = lp n + r and c = qp n + c) is the same as that of the corresponding number r c in the original region. Furthermore, we show that the regions that were empty in the 'mod p triangle' have particular p-adic valuations that are 1 or 2 or k higher than the original, as depicten in Figure 6 . Every time you fill a previously-empty region with triangles, the p-adic valuation increases by one.
We will now prove this by using Kummer's theorem.
Theorem (Kum1852). Let p be prime and n, k non-negative integers, n ≥ k. Then the
is equal to the number of "carries" when k and n − k are added in base-p arithmetic.
One way to find the number of carries that occur when k is added to n − k in base-p is by considering the base-p digits of n and k, defining c n,k ) when a digit l is added to n and a digit q is added to k: Claim 1. Let p be prime and n, k, q, l, m non-negative integers with 0 ≤ k ≤ n < p m and 0 ≤ q ≤ l < p. Then are zero so we are done. If n = k then the consider the most significant digit where n and k differ, i.e. take the highest i for which n i = k i and call it i * . Since k < n by assumption, it must be true that k i * < n i * and therefore c n,k
Proof. It follows from the fact that n ≡ 0 mod p k if and only if ν p (n) ≥ k.
Consider Figure 5 . The size of the recursion levels in the 'mod p k triangle' is the same as in the mod p triangle, meaning powers of p and not powers of p
k . Repeating what we did before for the mod p triangle, we can see that at recursion level n, the "copies" and "empty regions" correspond to the following binomial coefficients of Pascal's triangle:
Here n is the recursion level and (l, q) index the different copies or empty regions whereas r and c index points within those regions. By claim 1, the p-adic valuation of a number r c in the copy is the same as that of the corresponding original number r c
. By Claim 2, we have now shown that for any k, the copies in the 'mod p k triangle' are indeed all the same.
What is left to show is how the empty regions of the 'mod p triangle' are filled. We will first consider k = 2. The new triangles in the mod p 2 shape can be indexed as follows:
These lie within the empty regions of the mod p triangle. Similar to the proof of Claim 1 we can let the carries c 
for these values of l, q, s, t, r, c. This is what we need, because it implies
e. in the mod p k+1 shape there is a copy of the (smaller) mod p k shape. This proves what was drawn as a size-p n triangle in Figure 6 . If we continue to the triangles that are newly added in the 'mod 3 3 triangle', we find that they correspond to ) + 2. We can continue the pattern, and we find that in the 'mod p k+1 triangle', the newly added triangles correspond to the following constraints on the digits of r , c with the following carries: . . .
We see that ν 3 r c = ν 3 r c + k as required. We still have to show that the empty regions in the 'mod p k+1 triangle' are empty. They correspond to the same indices as above except for 0 ≤ r n−k ≤ c n−k < p and 0 ≤ r < c < p n−k . We can apply the same idea as in the proof of Claim 1 by noting that the first digit where r and c differ will satisfy r i * < c i * and hence all the carries c ≡ 0 mod p k+1 so the region is indeed empty.
Since the numbers in Pascal's triangle can be thought of as scaled probabilities of a random walk, one could imagine writing down probabilities of a quantum walk, scaled to become integer, and show them modulo two. The next section will introduce a specific quantum walk and apply this idea with p = 2 and p = 3.
Hadamard Walk
Quantum walks are simple models for a quantum particle moving through some system. This paper is only concerned with the probability distribution that emerges from one particular quantum walk, and therefore the physical aspects of it are left out. Here we only provide a short overview of the relevant concepts, and we refer the reader to [8] for a complete introduction to the field of quantum information. For the purposes of this paper we only need to know that the state of a particle is described by a unit vector in a complex Hilbert space, and quantum mechanics dictates that time evolution is limited to applying unitary operators to this vector. We will denote such state vectors using the commonly used 'bra-ket' notation, writing |ψ for a vector as opposed to ψ. We can write the vector as a linear combination of orthonormal basis states, |ψ = i α i |x i where α i ∈ C and i |α i | 2 = 1. The |x i are the standard basis vectors of the Hilbert space and the coefficients α i are known as amplitudes. Inner products are denoted by φ|ψ for two vectors |φ and |ψ . One of the axioms of quantum mechanics states that one can observe (measure) the system |ψ in a chosen basis and the result can be any of the basis states, where state |x i has probability |α i | 2 of appearing. A simple example of a quantum walk on a one-dimensional line is the so-called Hadamard walk [6] . It can be thought of as a quantum particle moving on Z, the discrete line. The particle has an internal degree of freedom other than its position (a spin- 1 2 degree of freedom, for physicists). The internal state is sometimes referred to as the coin state of the particle with associated Hilbert space H coin = C 2 and basis states | ↑ and | ↓ . The Hilbert space associated with the complete quantum system is H = H pos ⊗ H coin where H pos = span{|n | n ∈ Z}. So the most general state of the particle is
with normalization n∈Z (|α n,↑ | 2 + |α n,↓ | 2 ) = 1 and where we used the notation |a, b ≡ |a ⊗ |b . The dynamics of the particle are given by repeated application of a unitary operator U that consists of two steps. The first step is a unitary only applied to the internal state and is sometimes considered the quantum analogue of 'flipping a coin'. The second step updates the position of the particle conditioned on the outcome of the coin. In the specific case of the Hadamard walk, the unitary in the first step is the Hadamard operator H, defined as
The time evolution operator U is then given by
where Id pos is the identity on H pos and S is called the shift, given by
It can be thought of as updating the position of the particle conditioned on the outcome of the coin flip. A full step U of the Hadamard walk, acting on the basis state |n, ↓ for example, is given by If we now were to measure the system, the result would be either |n + 1, ↑ or |n − 1, ↓ , both with probability |±1/ √ 2| 2 = 1/2. Figure 7 shows a schematic representation of one step U of the Hadamard walk.
With these definitions, one can now consider the following process. Select a starting state, say |ψ s = |0, ↑ , evolve it with U for t steps and then measure the position. For example, starting in |0, ↑ , the state of the system after three steps is given by
Now measuring the system will result in finding some position X with probabilities P[X=−3] = . The amplitudes of the first five steps are also displayed in Figure 8 .
Hadamard triangle
The numbers in Pascal's triangle can be thought of as scaled probabilities of a random walk, and carrying this idea over to the Hadamard walk, one could consider the amplitudes or probabilities of the Hadamard walk, but scaled by a factor of √ 2 n so that all numbers involved become integer. Another way to view this is instead of applying H, use √ 2H, a matrix with only integer coefficients. Note that we could either use the amplitudes or the probabilities which are simply their squares. However, since we are primarily interested in whether or not they are divisible by some prime p, squaring the amplitudes does not make a difference. We therefore continue with the (unsquared) amplitudes. Figure 8 shows the start of the Hadamard triangle. We will now derive expressions for these amplitudes when starting in |0, ↑ . 
Expressions for amplitudes
Meyer [5] gave explicit expressions for the amplitudes encountered in the Hadamard walk. Let ψ ↑ (n, t) be the amplitude at |n, ↑ after t steps when starting in |0, ↑ , i.e. ψ ↑ (n, t) := n, ↑ |U t |0, ↑ . Similarly, let ψ ↓ (n, t) := n, ↓ |U t |0, ↑ . Then we have
Lemma ( [5] ). When t+n is odd or when |n| > t we have ψ ↑ (n, t) = ψ ↓ (n, t) = 0. Otherwise the amplitudes are given by
We will give an alternative and slightly shorter proof of this for a general coin operator. This proof also allows us to make another observation stated in the following claim. Let C be any unitary 2x2 matrix. Any such matrix can be written as follows
, with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Figure 7 but the image is slightly tilted and for a general coin.
Claim 3. Let ψ ↑ (n, t) and ψ ↓ (n, t) be the up and down amplitudes at position n at time t but for the general coin operator C. When t + n is odd or when |n| > t we have ψ ↑ (n, t) = ψ ↓ (n, t) = 0. Otherwise the amplitudes are given by
The probabilities |ψ ↑ (n, t)| 2 and |ψ ↓ (n, t)| 2 associated to these amplitudes are independent of the complex phases α, β, γ of the coin operator.
Note that the lemma follows directly from the claim by setting p = 1/2, α = β = 0 and γ = π to obtain the Hadamard coin matrix. Furthermore note that for a more general starting state, not equal to |0, ↑ , the probabilities do depend on the complex phases present in the coin operator.
We want to have an expression for both the up and down component at position n after t steps, i.e. we want to know n, ↑ |U t |0, ↑ and n, ↓ |U t |0, ↑ . These two cases will be handled separately. We will use the path counting technique, where one counts all possible paths starting at |0, ↑ and end at the desired state. Every path gets a certain (possibly negative) amplitude and these have to be added.
Up component
We want to find all possible paths from |0, ↑ to |n, ↑ using t steps. If n = t there is exactly one path. Otherwise, we have −t < n < t. Figure 9 shows the directed graph on which we consider possible paths. Consider a single path and let r, l, u, d be the number of times the path uses the right, left, up and down arrows respectively. To end at |n, ↑ we then have times and has to choose between left and up. The last of these choices should always be up, so this gives
Down component
For the down component, the equations are similar:
total number of steps r − l = n + 1 ending column (tilted) u + 1 = d start up and end down Let u = k, then the equations give r = (t+n)/2−k and l = (t−n)/2−k −1. The argument is the same as before, but now the last choice in the top layer has to be 'down' with no restrictions on the last choice in the bottom layer. We are in | ↑ r +d = (t+n)/2+1 times. The last choice has to be down, so this gives
. The expression is therefore given by
Rewriting this in terms of p, α, β, γ gives the expression given in the claim. Again the only dependency on the complex phases is in the prefactor which has norm 1 so the probability |ψ ↓ (n, t)| 2 only depends on p.
Hadamard walk modulo 2 -Sierpinski triangle
When the amplitudes of the Hadamard walk are plotted modulo two, the Sierpinski triangle appears in a similar fashion to Pascal's triangle. To see why this is the case, we note that to find the amplitudes at some time t modulo two it is enough to consider a process where every single time-step is done modulo two. The scaled Hadamard operator becomes
and we can immediately see that the amplitude sent to the right is the same as the amplitude sent to the left. More precisely, after any time-step the amplitude at |n − 1, ↓ is the same as the amplitude at |n + 1, ↑ modulo two, for all n. This idea is shown in Figure  10 which is similar to Figure 8 but modulo two. An ellipse is drawn around the pairs of amplitudes of states |n − 1, ↓ and |n + 1, ↑ . The figure shows that the two values in each ellipse are equal, and are the sum of the values in the two neighbouring ellipses above it. This is the same rule with which Pascal's triangle can be constructed. Indeed, taking one value out of every ellipse, the Sierpinski triangle can be obtained. These are the either the red or the blue values shown in Figure 8 .
Figure 10: Amplitudes of the first 5 steps of the scaled Hadamard walk modulo two, starting in |0, ↑ . It is similar to Figure 8 but the amplitudes are considered modulo two. Every pair (·, ·) corresponds to up and down components of the state. The dotted arrow in Figure 8 becomes a normal arrow because −1 ≡ 1 mod 2. The red ellipses indicate pairs of values that are the same and form Pascal's triangle modulo two. Figure 11: The start of the Sierpinski carpet resulting from colouring the scaled Hadamard walk amplitudes modulo 3. The horizontal direction is position and the vertical direction is time. The shape drawn at each point is a diamond, i.e. a rotated square instead of a square, because this gives a better visualisation of the x, y coordinates.
Hadamard walk modulo 3 -Sierpinski carpet
We will now show that the | ↓ components of the scaled walk, modulo three, give rise to the Sierpinski carpet. In particular, we colour a square white if the amplitude is divisible by 3, and give it a different colour otherwise. Figure 11 shows the start of the resulting carpet. The top of the carpet is at t = 1 and n = −1 indicated by the blue values in Figure  8 . Considering only these values, indexed by a row R and column C we are interested in amplitudes at t = R + 1 and n = 2C − R − 1. Define H blue (R, C) := ψ ↓ (2C − R − 1, R + 1), then
For the structure of the Sierpinski carpet, however, it is more convenient to consider coordinates x, y that are aligned with the square structure of the carpet. The choice of these directions is indicated in Figure 11 , and we have R = x + y and C = x. As a function of these coordinates we define Φ(x, y) = H blue (x + y, x), so
A pixel at coordinates x, y is now coloured white if Φ(x, y) ≡ 0 mod 3 and a different colour otherwise. To show that the resulting figure is the Sierpinski carpet we have to show that for all n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ l, q ≤ 2 with (l, q) = (1, 1),
where this means that for every x, y, l, q the equivalence should hold with either a plus or minus sign. For (l, q) = (1, 1) we require Figure 11 shows this graphically. The values (l, q) = (1, 1) corresponds to the empty square in the middle, and all other values of (l, q) should be copies of the square at (l, q) = (0, 0), up to exchanging the non-white colours.
To show this we prove something slightly more general.
The reason for the minus sign in (−m) k is that all valid quantum walks will have m ≥ 0 this way, as will become clear later. As a side note, this function is a special case of the socalled hypergeometric function 2 F 1 (a, b; c; z), namely f m (x, y) = 2 F 1 (−x, −y, 1, −m). The following claim could be seen as something similar to Corollary 2 but for f m : Claim 4. Let p be a prime and let 0 ≤ l, q ≤ p − 1. Then we have for all m ∈ Z and for all 0 ≤ x, y ≤ p n − 1
Proof. Note that any sum can be split in the following way:
where s takes the role of the most significant digit and k takes the role of the other digits. We apply this idea to the sum in f m (x, y) where we note that min(lp n +x, qp n +y) ≤ p n+1 −1 but we can let the sum range all the way to p n+1 − 1 because the summand is zero in this extra range. Therefore we have
Note that by Fermat's little theorem we have m p ≡ m mod p so m s·p n ≡ m s mod p. Now we apply Corollary 2 to the binomial coefficients to obtain
as required.
Note that l, q take the role of the most significant digits and x, y are the other digits. Just as Corollary 2 implies Lucas's theorem, we can apply this claim inductively on the number of digits to arrive at a result very similar to Lucas's theorem but now for the function f m :
Lemma 1 (Lucas'-like theorem for f m ). Let p be prime and x, y non-negative integers.
We can now prove (7) and (8) by noting that Φ(x, y) = (−1) y f 1 (x, y) so by Claim 4 we have
where we used that (−1) q·3 n = (−1) q . Note that Φ(1, 1) = 0 which proves (8) and Φ(l, q) ≡ ±1 mod 3 for the other values of l, q which proves (7).
Results for a more general quantum walk
We can generalize the results of the previous section. First of all, we can consider the same numbers modulo any prime p. But more generally, the Hadamard operator H could be replaced by any matrix C ∈ U (2). As stated before, we can write any unitary 2 × 2 matrix as
, with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
The expression for the amplitudes with general coin operator is given by ψ ↓ (n, t) as given in Claim 3, and we can do the same substitutions as before to go to the x, y coordinates:
where m = (1 − p)/p and we extend the definition of f m for non-integer m. Note that (1 − p)/p ≥ 0 for any valid coin which was the reason for defining f m with a minus sign.
In the previous sections we considered the amplitudes of the quantum walk as opposed to the probabilities (which are equal to the norm squared of the amplitudes). For the purpose of the Sierpinski carpet, this distinction was not important because all entries of the Hadamard matrix are real and we were only interested in whether or not an integer was zero modulo a prime. Since x ≡ 0 mod p ⇐⇒ x 2 ≡ 0 mod p, squaring did not matter. For a general coin, however, there could be complex amplitudes and so we consider the corresponding probabilities to make sure all numbers involved are real. Note that since f m is real, the imaginary component of Φ C (x, y) comes only from c d c x r c y l . We therefore consider the probabilities:
In the previous sections we rescaled the Hadamard matrix by a factor of √ 2 so that all numbers involved became integer. For a general coin matrix, in order to consider the probabilities modulo a prime, we assume that the coin matrix is such that m = (1 − p)/p is integer. Note that this can not be achieved by scaling the entire matrix because m is invariant under such scalings. In fact, we have p =
1+m
and m ≥ 0 has to be integer. Furthermore, as stated in Claim 4, the complex phases α, β, γ do not influence |Φ C (x, y)| 2 . Therefore the most general form of the matrix we can consider to obtain integer probabilities is the unitary matrix
where have set α = β = 0 and γ = π such that C 1 = H, but any other setting of phases would be equally valid. If we want to scale the matrix by a factor λ such that |c d c x r c y l | 2 is integer then this requires λ = n(1 + m) for any integer n ≥ 1. This gives a scaled matrix
and for this scaled matrix,
. By Claim 4 we have for this scaled coin matrix that
where we used Fermat's little theorem in the second step. For m = 1 and n = 1 we recover the exact same rules as for the Hadamard matrix. This class also includes the commonly used coin
To find out what kind of fractals are generated by these quantum walks, it is useful to note that we are only interested in distinguishing |Φ(x, y) 2 we can see that if m ≡ 0 mod p or n ≡ 0 mod p then all values |Φ(x, y)| 2 are zero modulo p and there is no fractal since all pixels are white. Therefore, assume that both m and n are not zero modulo p. In that case we have |Φ(x, y)| 2 ≡ 0 mod p if and only if f m (x, y) ≡ 0 mod p. Now we can apply the quantum version of Lucas' theorem. By Lemma 1, f m (x, y) ≡ 0 mod p if and only if there is an i such that f m (x i , y i ) ≡ 0 mod p, where x i , y i are the base-p digits of x, y.
In general, to find the fractal generated by a quantum walk with the general coin from Equation (9) for some n, m that are non-zero modulo p, we simply have to compute f m (x, y) mod p for only 0 ≤ x, y < p to find what we call the base image. The sum over all amplitudes, up and down, is therefore
Note that when the process is scaled so that all numbers become integer (i.e. H = √ 2H), as was done for the fractals, and the starting state is |0, ↑ then the above gives Ψ ↑ (t) + Ψ ↓ (t) = 2 t/2 t even, 2 We can consider the same diagonals but now in the triangle of amplitudes of the Hadamard walk. In particular we will consider the same numbers that gave rise to the Sierpinski triangle, namely the red and blue numbers of Figure 8 . The blue numbers (down components) are given by H blue as in Equation (5). Similarly, the red numbers (up components) are given by
Unlike the case of Pascal's triangle, it now matters in which direction the diagonal is considered because the triangle is no longer symmetric. We therefore consider four options, corresponding to the two triangles (red and blue) and the two possible directions for the diagonals and . We denote the diagonals by A red and A blue and the diagonals by B red and B blue . They are defined as A blue,n = c≥0 H blue (n − c, c) B blue,n = c≥0 H blue (n − c, n − 2c) A red,n = c≥0 H red (n − c, c) B red,n = c≥0 H red (n − c, n − 2c).
Using the same property of binomial coefficients as before, we have Similarly we find A red,n = A red,n−2 + A blue,n−1 , and combining these two equations yields the same recurrence relation for both the red and blue diagonals:
A n = −A n−1 + A n−2 + 2A n−3 , but with different initial conditions for the red and blue sequences. For the diagonal in the other direction ( ) we find B blue,n = B red,n−1 − B blue,n−2 , B red,n = B red,n−1 + B blue,n−2 , which can be combined to form another recurrence relation B n = B n−1 − B n−2 + 2B n−3 , that holds for both the blue and red sequence but with different initial conditions.
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